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Abstract
While little Higgs models provide an interesting way to address the hierarchy problem,
concrete models in the literature typically face two major obstacles. First, the mechanism
for generating a Higgs quartic coupling often leads to large violations of custodial symmetry.
Second, there is a tension between precision electroweak observables in the gauge sector and
fine-tuning in the top sector. In this work, we present a new little Higgs model which solves
both of these problems. The model is based on an SO(6)×SO(6)/SO(6) coset space which
has custodial symmetry built in. The Higgs quartic coupling takes a particularly simple form
and does not suffer from the “dangerous singlet” pathology. We introduce a gauge breaking
module which decouples the mass of gauge partners from the mass of top partners, allowing
for natural electroweak symmetry breaking. The collider phenomenology is dominated by
production and decay of the top partners, which are considerably lighter than in traditional
little Higgs theories.
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1 Introduction
While the Standard Model (SM) has been tremendously successful in predicting the results of
experiments, it suffers from the hierarchy problem. Namely, quantum corrections render the Higgs
potential fine-tuned. These quantum corrections come from three different sectors of the SM: the
gauge sector, the fermion sector, and the Higgs sector. In order to have a theory which is not
fine-tuned, new physics is needed in each of these three sectors to cancel quantum corrections to
the Higgs potential.
Little Higgs theories [1, 2, 3, 4] address the hierarchy problem through so-called “collective
symmetry breaking”, which is implemented for the gauge, fermion, and Higgs quartic couplings.
In these models, the Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone boson (PNGB), like in the original
composite Higgs scenarios [5, 6]. Below a “compositeness” scale Λ ∼ 10 TeV, the Higgs potential
is protected by global shift symmetries, which are then broken collectively. That is, the symmetries
are broken by two different operators, each of which leaves a subgroup of the symmetry unbroken
so that neither operator alone can generate a Higgs potential. The combination of the two
operators breaks enough of the symmetries to generate a Higgs potential, but a quadratically-
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divergent Higgs mass is not generated at one loop. Collective symmetry breaking implies the
existence of partner particles for most SM fields, leading to rich collider phenomenology [7].
While collective symmetry breaking does control quantum corrections to the Higgs potential,
concrete little Higgs models generically face two major obstacles:
1. Custodial symmetry and the Higgs quartic coupling. While it is relatively straight-
forward to implement collective symmetry breaking in the gauge and fermion sectors, it
is more difficult to generate a collective Higgs quartic coupling. As shown in Ref. [8], a
collective quartic requires extra PNGBs with specific electroweak quantum numbers, which
already imposes some model building constraints. Adding to the challenge, the full PNGB
sector must preserve a custodial SU(2) symmetry in order to avoid excessive contributions
to the T -parameter from the PNGB kinetic terms.
2. Gauge partners vs. fermion partners. Precision electroweak measurements strongly
constrain new physics which can mix with SM gauge bosons [9, 10]. For little Higgs models
without T -parity [11, 12, 13], this means that the gauge boson partners must be rather
heavy [14, 15], mW ′ >∼ 2−3 TeV. On the other hand, avoiding fine-tuning in the top sector
imposes an upper bound on the mass of the top partner, mT <∼ 1−2 TeV. Thus avoiding fine-
tuning requires light top partners whereas precision electroweak constraints require heavy
gauge boson partners. Unfortunately, most little Higgs models predict the opposite generic
relation
mT
mW ′
' mt
mW
' 2. (1)
Previous attempts at solving these problems have not been completely successful. In Ref. [16]
a Higgs potential with collective symmetry breaking and custodial symmetry was constructed,
however custodial SU(2) was violated by the Higgs vacuum expectation values (vevs). The
model in Ref. [17] does have custodial SU(2), but it suffers from quadratic divergences due to a
“dangerous singlet” [8] in the quartic potential. The troublesome relationship in Eq. (1) is avoided
in “Simple Group” models [18, 19, 20] in a region of parameter space where gauge boson partners
and top partners obtain masses proportional to different symmetry breaking scales. However,
even in the preferred region of parameter space [21] the top partner still ends up being heavier
than the gauge boson partners.
In this paper, we construct a little Higgs model which solves both of these problems. Custodial
SU(2) and relatively heavy gauge boson partners allow the model to evade constraints from
precision electroweak measurements, and fine-tuning is avoided because the top partners are
quite light.
The new ingredient which allows us to succeed is a modular approach to model building. To
start, we build a non-linear sigma model with a collective Higgs quartic coupling and custodial
SU(2). This model has the global symmetry breaking pattern SO(6)×SO(6)/SO(6) and a decay
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constant f . It can be represented by a moose diagram [22] with two sites and only one link field,
making it far simpler in structure than most little Higgs models. A diagonal unbroken SO(4)
subgroup is identified with the SU(2)L × SU(2)R of the SM, guaranteeing that the theory has
an approximate custodial SU(2) symmetry. The PNGBs include two Higgs doublets, which get
a collective quartic coupling with the help of an electroweak singlet PNGB. Because this singlet
is not “dangerous” [8], the quartic coupling is viable. It is then straightforward to introduce SM
fermions and generate a collective top Yukawa coupling λt. We implement the top sector in a way
that yields a particularly light top partner, with the mass of the top partner of order (2/3)λtf .
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Armed with a viable Higgs (and fermion) sector, we want to control quantum corrections from
SM gauge loops. If we were to independently gauge SU(2)×U(1) subgroups of each global SO(6)
symmetry, then the quadratic divergences would be canceled, but the SO(6)× SO(6) symmetry
breaking would give the gauge boson partners masses of order gEWf , i.e. lighter than the top
partner. To avoid this problem we proceed in a modular way. We introduce a second non-linear
sigma field with a decay constant F which is a singlet under the global symmetries of the Higgs
and top sectors, but which transforms under the same gauge symmetries as the Higgs sector.
When this second non-linear sigma field gets a vev, it breaks the gauge group down to the SM
group, giving masses to the gauge partners of order gEWF . Crucially, because F can be made
larger than f , we can raise the mass of the gauge partners without affecting the mass of the
top partners. Thus, the theory can be made safe from electroweak precision constraints without
introducing large fine-tuning from the top sector. This technique is quite general, and can be
implemented in almost any little Higgs model with a viable collective quartic.
Like ordinary little Higgs models, our construction predicts top quark partners and their
corresponding collider signatures. However, in our case, the top partners are particularly light,
on the order of 500–800 GeV compared to the ∼ 2 TeV top partners predicted in many little Higgs
models without T -parity. Thus, the collider phenomenology is dominated by production and decay
of the top partners, yielding a final state consisting of two third generation fermions and between
two and four gauge or Higgs bosons. In addition, our modular collective gauge sector necessarily
implies the existence of light PNGBs that dominantly couple to third generation fermions and
transform as a 6 of SO(4), namely an SU(2)L triplet, a complex singlet with hypercharge, and a
real neutral singlet.2 Discovery of these uneaten PNGBs modes—and the discovery of relatively
heavy gauge boson partners—would be strong evidence for the scenario proposed here.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the non-linear sigma model
which contains the Higgs sector and explain how we generate a quartic coupling for the Higgs.
1This factor of 2/3 should be compared to the factor of 2 often found in little Higgs constructions, leading to
a corresponding decrease in fine-tuning from the top sector by a factor of 9, for fixed decay constant f .
2These light PNGBs can be roughly thought of as the would-be longitudinal components of the heavy gauge
bosons in an ordinary little Higgs theory. In our construction, these extra PNGBs are left uneaten, and since they
couple mainly to the third generation, they face no precision electroweak bounds.
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We also describe the Higgs potential and show that we get satisfactory electroweak symmetry
breaking. In Sec. 3, we describe our modular approach to implementing a collective gauge coupling
and show that custodial symmetry is indeed preserved. We also describe how to implement
hypercharge. In Sec. 4, we describe the fermion sector of the theory including the collective top
Yukawa coupling. In Sec. 5, we detail the constraints on the model, particularly from precision
electroweak measurements, and show the allowed regions of parameter space. A brief description
of the collider phenomenology of our model is given in Sec. 6, and conclusions are given in Sec. 7.
Various calculational details and alternative possibilities are left to the appendices.
2 Higgs Sector
The lesson from Ref. [8] is that a collective quartic coupling in little Higgs theories requires addi-
tional PNGBs with specific quantum numbers: a one-Higgs doublet model requires an electroweak
triplet, and a two-Higgs doublet model requires either an electroweak triplet or singlet. Without
T -parity [11, 12, 13], an electroweak triplet will typically get a vev and violate custodial SU(2),
so our starting point will be a two-Higgs doublet model with an additional singlet and manifest
custodial SU(2) symmetry.
The simplest symmetry breaking pattern that would yield these PNGBs is SO(6)/SO(4), but
this coset space is cumbersome, both for getting a collective quartic coupling and for implementing
the modular collective gauge coupling we need in Sec. 3. Recently, Ref. [23] classified all the simple
group coset spaces which admit a collective quartic without dangerous singlets. We instead take
a different route, inspired by Ref. [24], and start with a product group coset space SO(6)A ×
SO(6)B/SO(6)V , which contains the desired PNGBs, as well as additional PNGBs that will
somewhat affect the collider phenomenology of this model.
2.1 Non-Linear Sigma Structure
Under the global SO(6)A × SO(6)B symmetry, we introduce a non-linear sigma field that trans-
forms as:
Σ→ GAΣG†B . (2)
All the group elements of SO(6) are real so G† = GT , and Σ is in a real representation of
SO(6)× SO(6) so Σ† = ΣT . The vev of Σ,
〈Σ〉 = 11 , (3)
spontaneously breaks the global symmetry down to the diagonal SO(6)V .
The upper SO(4) block in each SO(6) can be decomposed into SU(2)L × SU(2)R, with the
corresponding six generators T aL and T
a
R given in App. A. We weakly gauge the diagonal combina-
tion of SU(2)LA and SU(2)LB and identify this with the SM SU(2)L gauge group. We also gauge
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Gauged:
Global: SO(6)A SO(6)B
￿Σ￿ = 11
SU(2)× U(1)
Figure 1: Moose diagram for the simple model in Sec. 2. There is a global SO(6)A × SO(6)B
symmetry with a diagonal SU(2)× U(1) gauged. Σ transforms as a bifundamental of the global
symmetry, and gets a vev which spontaneously breaks the global symmetry down to SO(6)V and
preserves the gauge symmetry.
the diagonal combination of the third component of SU(2)R (T
3
RA + T
3
RB) and identify it with
SM hypercharge. The symmetry structure of the theory is exhibited in “moose” [22] notation in
Fig. 1.
Note that the gauge structure described so far explicitly breaks the symmetries protecting the
Higgs. It is not collective and will lead to quadratically-divergent contributions to the Higgs mass.
This is what we intended, as we want to make the gauge boson partners parametrically heavier
than the decay constant f in the Σ sector in order to avoid precision electroweak constraints. The
gauge boson quadratic divergences will be canceled at a higher scale F > f where a new gauge
structure emerges, and the details of this are described in Sec. 3.
The PNGBs from SO(6)A × SO(6)B/SO(6)V can be parameterized by looking at broken
symmetry transformations about the vev of Σ
Σ = G〈Σ〉G = G2〈Σ〉 = e2iΠaTa/f . (4)
Here, f is the decay constant which we take to be of order a TeV. We will be agnostic as to what
high energy dynamics gives rise to this non-linear sigma model, so our construction will require
some kind of UV completion above the “compositeness” scale Λ ∼ 4pif .3 If we were using an
SU(N) group, then the normalization of the generators would be Tr(T aT b) = 1
2
δab. Because the
algebra of SO(6) is isomorphic to that of SU(4), we can construct the correspondence between
the structure constants which requires Tr(T aT b) = δab for SO(6). The correspondence between
the algebras is given in App. A.
Instead of the parameterization of Eq. (4), we take the following more convenient parameter-
ization
Σ = eiΠ/fe2iΠh/feiΠ/f . (5)
3In general, unitarity could break down at a scale lower than 4pif [25, 26], but the question of precisely what
states unitarize the Σ model is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The matrices Π and Πh are 6× 6 imaginary anti-symmetric matrices given by:
Π = i
 φaT aL + ηa T aR 0 00 0 σ/√2
0 −σ/√2 0
 , (6)
Πh =
i√
2
 04 h1 h2−hT1 0 0
−hT2 0 0
 , (7)
where the first row and column represent vectors of length four. The hi are 4’s of SO(4) which
can also be thought of as complex SU(2)L doublets with hypercharge and will be identified as
the scalars of a two Higgs doublet model. The correspondence between the two types of notation
is described further in App. A. The σ is a real singlet field that will be crucial for getting a
collective quartic coupling. The T aL,R are the generators of the two SU(2)s contained in SO(4)
and are given in App. A. The φa form an electroweak triplet with zero hypercharge. The ηa
transform as a triplet under SU(2)R, that is, the η1 and η2 components form a complex singlet
with hypercharge, and η3 is a real singlet. Because we have only gauged unbroken diagonal
generators in SO(4)A × SO(4)B, none of the φa or ηa PNGBs are eaten.
We choose the parameterization in Eq. (5) for several reasons. We separated out the Higgs
fields from the other PNGBs in order to avoid mixing between them once electroweak symmetry
is broken. In particular, in Sec. 2.2 we will see that the fields in the upper 4×4 block of Π will not
appear in the Higgs quartic sector. Finally, this parameterization preserves a pleasing Σ ↔ ΣT
symmetry which acts as Π→ −Π and Πh → −Πh on the PNGBs.
2.2 Collective Quartic Coupling
In order to generate a viable Higgs quartic coupling, we must explicitly break some of the sym-
metries under which the Higgses transform non-linearly. Collective symmetry breaking requires
two operators, each of which explicitly breaks some of the global symmetries, but neither by itself
would allow the Higgs to get a potential. In order to do this, we define the following projectors:
P5 = diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) P6 = diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) . (8)
The collective quartic potential is then given by
Vquartic =
1
4
λ65f
4 tr
(
P6ΣP5Σ
T
)
+
1
4
λ56f
4 tr
(
P5ΣP6Σ
T
)
=
1
4
λ65f
4 (Σ65)
2 +
1
4
λ56f
4 (Σ56)
2 . (9)
The first term in Eq. (9) breaks SO(6)A × SO(6)B down to SO(5)A6 × SO(5)B5, where SO(5)An
are transformations that do not act on the nth row or column. This symmetry allows σ to
get a potential but all other fields are protected. Specifically, the SO(5)A6 protects h1 while
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SO(5)B5 protects h2. Similarly, the second term of Eq. (9) breaks the global symmetry down to
SO(5)A5 × SO(5)B6. Therefore, one loop quadratic divergences, which can only be proportional
to one coupling, do not give a potential to the Higgses.
In combination, the two terms of Eq. (9) break the global symmetry down to SO(4)A×SO(4)B.
This means that the gauge and custodial symmetries are not explicitly broken, which is an
important consistency check. Furthermore, the fields in the upper 4 × 4 block of Π do not get
a potential from these interactions. Plugging the parameterization of Eq. (5) into Eq. (9) and
expanding the exponentials, we get a familiar little Higgs quartic structure:
Vquartic =
λ65
2
(
f σ − 1√
2
hT1 h2 + . . .
)2
+
λ56
2
(
f σ +
1√
2
hT1 h2 + . . .
)2
. (10)
This potential generates a mass for σ,
m2σ = (λ65 + λ56)f
2 , (11)
but no mass for the Higgses. Furthermore, while each individual term appears to generate a
quartic for the Higgses, it can be eliminated by a field redefinition σ → σ± hT1 h2√
2f
. In the presence
of both terms, integrating out σ at tree level yields
Vquartic =
λ56λ65
λ65 + λ56
(
hT1 h2
)2
=
1
2
λ0
(
hT1 h2
)2
. (12)
This is in the desired form of a collective quartic potential, as it is proportional to two different
couplings. Note that the potential depends only on the combination hT1 h2 which vanishes when
either of the Higgs vevs is zero. A sufficiently heavy Higgs then requires tan β ≡ 〈h1〉/〈h2〉 ∼ 1.
This will be discussed more in Sec. 2.4.
One might worry that the singlet σ is “dangerous” [8] in that it could develop a divergent
tadpole from radiative corrections. In accordance with the nonlinear symmetries, such a tadpole
would be accompanied by a disastrously large mass for the Higgses f 2(f σ ± hT1 h2/
√
2). To see
that no tadpole is generated note that the Higgs potential in Eq. (9) respects an exact discrete
symmetry Σ→ KΣK where K = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1) under which σ → −σ and h2 → −h2. This
symmetry protects the singlet from becoming dangerous while allowing the collective quartic in
Eq. (10). This discrete symmetry will be softly broken in Eq. (15) below.
In App. B.1, we explicitly verify that one loop diagrams involving the couplings in Eq. (9)
do not generate quadratically divergent masses or a tadpole for σ. They do, however, generate
logarithmically divergent masses
λ65λ56f
2
16pi2
log
(
Λ2
µ2
)(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2
)
=
λ0m
2
σ
32pi2
log
(
Λ2
m2σ
)(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2
)
, (13)
where the renormalization scale µ should be chosen to minimize the finite corrections to the
potential. This is accomplished for µ = mσ, the mass of the σ given in Eq. (11). Radiative
corrections also generate additional quartic couplings as discussed in App. B.1, but these are
numerically small and unimportant.
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2.3 Breaking Additional Global Symmetries
In addition to generating a collective Higgs quartic, we must also lift any remaining flat directions.
In particular, in the absence of gauge interactions, the scalars in the upper 4×4 block of Π would
be exact Goldstone bosons. The gauge symmetries will explicitly break the global symmetry and
give mass to some of the bosons, but not all of them, so we add the following small symmetry
breaking term:
− f
2
4
tr
 m24 114 0 00 m25 0
0 0 m26
Σ
 , (14)
where 114 is the 4× 4 unit matrix. This operator explicitly breaks all the axial symmetries giving
a positive mass to all the scalars.
In order to destabilize the origin in field space and trigger electroweak symmetry breaking, we
also add the terms
m256f
2 Σ56 +m
2
65f
2 Σ65 , (15)
which generate a Bµ–like Higgs mass, h
T
1 h2. Note that the above contributions to the Higgs
potential are “soft”, as their radiative corrections only generate suppressed contributions to the
Higgs potential.
2.4 Scalar Potential
We can now analyze the full scalar potential in the limit that f is much larger than the electroweak
scale vEW ' 246 GeV. We begin with σ, the heaviest field:
Vσ =
√
2f(m265 −m256)σ − (m265 +m256)hT1 h2 +
λ65 + λ56
2
f 2σ2 +
λ56 − λ65√
2
f hT1 h2 σ . (16)
Here, we have ignored terms more than quadratic order in σ as well as small radiative corrections.
Integrating out σ at tree level, we obtain the Higgs quartic in Eq. (12) and the operator
− λ65m
2
56 + λ56m
2
65
λ65 + λ56
2hT1 h2 . (17)
To analyze the scalar potential below f , we use the fact that the operator in Eq. (14) gives
a positive mass to η and φ so there is a stable minimum at the origin of those fields. Therefore,
we need only find the minimum for the Higgs doublets. We take the following phenomenological
potential
Vhiggs =
1
2
m21 h
T
1 h1 +
1
2
m22h
T
2 h2 −Bµ hT1 h2 +
λ0
2
(hT1 h2)
2, (18)
where we have dropped additional small Higgs quartic operators that are only generated by
loop effects. It is straightforward to determine the parameters in this potential in terms of the
fundamental parameters of the theory at tree level. This parametrization is more convenient since
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the connection to the physical Higgs masses is more direct. Radiative corrections such as those
discussed in Sec. 2.2 contribute to the coefficients of the potential terms, and we will discuss
additional large one loop contributions in Secs. 3.1 and 4.1.
Using SU(2) gauge invariance, we can choose that only the first real component of h1 gets a vev.
The potential minimization equations then give a stable minimum where the only component of
h2 that gets a vev is the first one. This means that the minimum will not break electromagnetism
or CP . Since the quartic has a flat direction if either of the hi = 0, both m
2
1 and m
2
2 must be
positive to keep the potential bounded from below. For the origin to be unstable and electroweak
symmetry to be broken, Bµ > m1m2 is required. The sign of Bµ can always be made positive by
a field redefinition. We then find that the vevs of the first components are given by
〈h11〉2 = 1
λ0
m2
m1
(Bµ −m1m2) ,
〈h21〉2 = 1
λ0
m1
m2
(Bµ −m1m2) , (19)
where hij is the jth real component of the ith Higgs doublet. The generator which leaves the
vacuum invariant and corresponds to electromagnetism is proportional to T 3L + T
3
R. Including
small radiative quartic terms and vEW/f corrections to the potential will induce small corrections
to these vevs, but the general structure will be preserved.
These vevs can be expressed in terms of the parameters vEW and tan β:
v2EW ≡ 〈h11〉2 + 〈h21〉2 =
1
λ0
(
m21 +m
2
2
m1m2
)
(Bµ −m1m2) ' (246 GeV)2, (20)
tan β ≡ 〈h11〉〈h21〉 =
m2
m1
. (21)
From the radiative corrections due to top loops discussed in Sec. 4.1, we expect m2 > m1 so
that tan β > 1. With our quartic potential, the mass-squared of the light Higgs boson scales as
Mh0 ∼ 1/ tan β for large tan β. Thus to clear the lower bound on the Higgs mass from LEP we
require tan β ∼ O(1). The tree level masses of the physical Higgs modes are discussed in App. C.
By custodial symmetry, the pseudoscalar A0 and charged Higgs H± are degenerate at tree-level
M2A0 = M
2
H± = m
2
1 +m
2
2 . (22)
In much of the parameter space (the “decoupling limit” [27]), these states are heavier than the
SM-like Higgs h0
M2h0 ' λ0v2EW sin2 2β , (23)
and somewhat lighter than the heavy Higgs H0
M2H0 'M2A0 + λ0v2EW cos2 2β . (24)
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2.5 Fine Tuning
We are now in position to calculate whether scalar self-interactions contribute to fine-tuning in
our model. Generically, a measure of fine-tuning is the stability of the electroweak symmetry
breaking Higgs vev v2EW under radiative corrections [28, 29]
Ψ =
∣∣∣∣δv2EWv2EW
∣∣∣∣ . (25)
Here δv2EW denotes the shift in v
2
EW due to quantum corrections. The full fine-tuning of the
model includes a sum over contributions from all such quantum corrections. In practice, fine-
tuning is dominated by a few one loop diagrams, and we will define fine-tuning as the maximum
contribution to Eq. (25). In our model, the maximum contributions in each sector will come from
radiative corrections to the Lagrangian parameter m21.
4 Thus
Ψ '
∣∣∣∣∂v2EW∂m21 δm
2
1
v2EW
∣∣∣∣ ' 2 sin2 β δm21M2h0 , (26)
where the last equality assumes the decoupling limit (see Sec. 2.4) in which the SM Higgs is light
compared with the other Higgs states. We will be interested in a range of Higgs masses. For
lighter Higgs masses near 115 GeV we will find approximately 10% fine-tuning. For intermediate
masses Mh0 ' 250 GeV, fine-tuning disappears and the approximation in Eq. (26) is no longer
entirely accurate, though we will continue to use it because of its simplicity. Such Higgs masses
are actually preferred in our model because we find better fits to the precision electroweak data
than in the SM with Mh0 = 115 GeV.
For numerical estimates of fine-tuning here and throughout we take f = 1 TeV and Λ ' 4pif .
We also use Mh0 ' 250 GeV and tan β '
√
3. In the decoupling approximation, we then find
λ0 ' 1.4 using Eq. (23) which implies mσ ' 1.7 TeV. Calculating Ψ using Eq. (13), we obtain
Ψ ' 2, so there is ∼ 50% tuning in the quartic sector, which is essentially no fine-tuning.
3 Gauge Sector
In the previous section, we only gauged the diagonal generators in SO(4)A × SO(4)B. W and Z
loops then contribute one loop quadratically divergent mass terms to the Higgs potential
9 g2EWΛ
2
128pi2
(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2
)
. (27)
These mass terms are of order f and fine-tuning of the Bµ parameter against the m
2
i in Eq. (20)
would be required in order to maintain the hierarchy vEW  f .
4This is because the gauge and quartic coupings treat m21 and m
2
2 symmetrically, but the top Yukawa only
affects m21.
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Gauged:
Global: SO(6)A SO(6)B
￿Σ￿ = 11
SU(2)A × U(1)A SU(2)B × U(1)B
Figure 2: The traditional way to cut off gauge divergences for the model in Fig. 1. We simply
gauge the SM gauge group separately at the two sites.
In order to eliminate this quadratic divergence and reduce fine-tuning, we want to introduce
the gauge couplings using collective symmetry breaking. If we were building a traditional little
Higgs model, this would be straightforward, and we explain how to implement this in the next
paragraph. However, as was shown in Refs. [14, 15] and others, precision electroweak constraints
force the masses of gauge boson partners to be above several TeV, implying that f would be too
large to mitigate fine-tuning in the fermion sector. Therefore, we introduce a new method in
Sec. 3.1 to decouple the masses of gauge partners from f .
To implement the traditional gauge structure shown in Fig. 2, we would separately gauge
the generators in SO(4)A and SO(4)B. Gauging a subgroup of SO(6)A breaks some of the shift
symmetries protecting the Higgs potential, but the PNGBs bosons are still protected from getting
a potential by SO(6)B. The same argument applies to quantum corrections from the breaking
of SO(6)B. Thus any radiative corrections which contribute to the Higgs potential must be
proportional to both gauge couplings. One loop quadratically divergent diagrams are proportional
to either g2A or g
2
B but not both, thus no potential is generated from gauge interactions at the
one loop quadratically divergent level. In this traditional little Higgs model, the relevant φ and
η Goldstone bosons would be eaten, giving masses to heavy W ′ and Z ′ bosons of order gEWf .
These heavy gauge bosons would effectively regulate the quadratic divergence from Eq. (27).
3.1 A Modular Collective Gauge Coupling
Instead of taking the traditional approach for building a collective gauge coupling, we will take
a modular one which decouples the dynamics which cuts off gauge boson divergences from the
dynamics that generates the quartic and fermion interactions.5 This still requires separately
gauging the generators in SO(4)A and SO(4)B, but the φ and η PNGBs will remain uneaten,
changing the collider phenomenology.
5Separation of the gauge boson and top partner masses with different f ’s also arises in a limit of the simple
group models [18, 19, 20]. However in these models, the top partners remain heavier than gauge boson partners
for reasonable hierarchies of scales F > f . See also [30, 31].
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Gauged:
Global: SO(6)A SO(6)B
￿Σ￿ = 11
SU(2)A SU(2)BU(1)Y
￿∆￿ = 11
SU(2)C SU(2)D
SU(2)A SU(2)B
Figure 3: A modular way to cut off the gauge divergences in the model of Fig. 1. We introduce
two new global symmetries and a new field ∆ which transforms under them. ∆ and Σ transform
under the same SU(2) gauge symmetries. The decay constant of ∆, F , is greater than that of
Σ, so at scales below F , this moose reduces to Fig. 1. We do not employ a collective breaking of
hypercharge and simply gauge the diagonal combination in SO(6)A × SO(6)B.
The setup we envision is shown in Fig. 3. We start with two independent sigma models: Σ
breaks a global SO(6)A × SO(6)B symmetry down to the diagonal at the scale f as before, and
the new field ∆ breaks a new global SU(2)C × SU(2)D symmetry to the diagonal at a higher
scale F > f . To connect these two independent sigma models, we now gauge the SU(2)LA
symmetry in SO(6)A and SU(2)C with the same gauge group SU(2)A. Similarly, we gauge
SU(2)LB and SU(2)D with the same gauge bosons SU(2)B. Note that the two sigma models
break two separate global SU(2)×SU(2) symmetries to the diagonal SU(2), thus we expect two
sets of light triplet NGBs. However, the two SU(2)× SU(2) global symmetries are gauged with
the same SU(2)A × SU(2)B gauge bosons, thus only one set of NGB triplets is eaten and the
other remains light.
The vevs of Σ and ∆ both contribute to the masses of the off-diagonal SU(2) gauge bosons
which are now proportional to
√
f 2 + F 2 ∼ F . The gauge bosons partners can be decoupled by
taking F larger than f . We will determine the allowed values of F in Sec. 5, but the main point
is that F can be made large enough to avoid precision electroweak constraints without causing
any fine-tuning in the quartic or top sectors.
More concretely, the gauge invariant non-linear sigma kinetic terms are
L = f
2
8
tr
(
DµΣ
†DµΣ
)
+
F 2
4
tr
(
Dµ∆
†Dµ∆
)
, (28)
where the coefficients are determined to ensure that the NG modes have canonical kinetic terms,
and
DΣ = ∂Σ + igAA
(6)
1 Σ− igBΣA(6)2 , D∆ = ∂∆ + igAA(2)1 ∆− igB∆A(2)2 , (29)
A
(6)
i = A
a
i T
a, A
(2)
i = A
a
i
τa
2
, (30)
where T a are given in App. A and τa are the Pauli matrices, gA and A1 are the gauge coupling
and field associated with SU(2)LA, and gB and A2 are associated with SU(2)LB. We parameterize
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the NG modes in ∆ as
∆ = Fe2iΠd/F , Πd = χa
τa
2
. (31)
When Σ and ∆ get vevs, one gauge boson gets heavy while the other remains massless,
Aa0 = cos θgA
a
1 + sin θgA
a
2 , A
a
H = sin θgA
a
1 − cos θgAa2 , (32)
where
tan θg =
gA
gB
. (33)
The mass of the heavy gauge boson is given by6
m2W ′ =
1
4
(g2A + g
2
B)(f
2 + F 2) . (34)
The unbroken SU(2)EW electroweak gauge coupling is
1
g2EW
=
1
g2A
+
1
g2B
. (35)
The heavy gauge boson eats one linear combinations of the triplets, φ and χ, while leaving one
remaining as the physical triplet:
φaeaten =
1√
f 2 + F 2
(f φa + Fχa) , φaphysical =
1√
f 2 + F 2
(Fφa − f χa) . (36)
We will work in unitary gauge where the eaten triplet does not appear.
In App. B.2, we show that radiative corrections from the gauge sector do not destabilize the
Higgs potential in Eq. (18). The leading correction to the Higgs boson and triplet masses is
9 g2A g
2
B
512pi2
log
(
Λ2
m2W ′
)(
f 2 + F 2
)(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2 +
8
3
φaφ
a
)
=
9 g2EWm
2
W ′
128pi2
log
(
Λ2
m2W ′
)(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2 +
8
3
φaφ
a
)
. (37)
From this we see that the quadratic divergence generated by the light gauge bosons is cut off by
the heavy ones. Namely, interpreting the cutoff in Eq. (27) as the mass of the heavy gauge bosons
given in Eq. (34), we reproduce Eq. (37) up to logs of the new cutoff. We should now discuss
how much fine-tuning the gauge sector generates in the Higgs potential, but we will postpone
this discussion to Eq. (60) of Sec. 5 after we have done a detailed analysis of the constraints on
the mass of the heavy gauge bosons. The results of Sec. 5 will be that the heavy gauge bosons
must have a mass between 1.5 and 3 TeV or greater depending on details of the fermion charge
assignments, and that the gauge sector will also not generate any fine-tuning in this model.
6Eqs. (32) and (34) will have corrections of order v2/F 2 when the Higgses get vevs.
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The careful reader will have noted that the operator in Eq. (14) is not gauge invariant once
we gauge SU(2)A and SU(2)B in SO(4)A × SO(4)B separately. The operator must now involve
both ∆ and Σ to reproduce the mass terms in Eq. (14).
− f
2
4
m24 tr
(
∆†M26ΣM
†
26 + ∆M26Σ
†M †26
)
− f
2
4
(
m25Σ55 +m
2
6Σ66
)
. (38)
Here, M26 is a 2 × 6 matrix which preserves all the gauge symmetries7 and is given in App. A.
These operators give the same masses for the fields as Eq. (14), up to corrections of order f 2/F 2.
It is interesting to note that this way of implementing collective symmetry breaking in the
gauge sector works with almost any little Higgs model. To any model with an SU(2)A × SU(2)B
gauge structure one simply adds an additional sigma model ∆ which breaks SU(2)A × SU(2)B
at the higher scale F , thus raising the gauge boson partner masses and alleviating precision
electroweak constraints without altering much else. The tell-tale phenomenological signature of
this approach is the appearance of an uneaten light SU(2) triplet of PNGBs.
Philosophically, this construction is similar to the vector limit of QCD [32] and the inter-
mediate Higgs [33] in the sense that dynamics above the scale f can be used to regulate the
gauge divergences. The difference is that here, nothing about the Σ non-linear sigma model had
to be modified (except the gauge interactions). In particular, the operators that generated the
quartic are identical with or without the ∆ field, and we will see that the fermion structure is
also identical. Because the Σ non-linear sigma model requires a UV completion at Λ ∼ 4pif ,
this setup strictly speaking only valid if F < Λ. One might be concerned about how to explain
the “little hierarchy” between the scales f and F , but one could certainly imagine a cascading
strongly-coupled sector that dynamically yields two different effective decay constants. In any
case, we are only interested in describing the low energy dynamics below Λ ∼ 4pif , where this
modular collective gauge mechanism is simple and robust.
3.2 Custodial Symmetry
Independent of the collective gauge coupling mechanism, it is important to check that the low
energy dynamics has an approximate custodial SU(2) symmetry. By construction, the Higgses
transform as 4s of SO(4), so before we introduce custodial-violating hypercharge or Yukawa
couplings, the Higgs potential respects custodial SU(2). Crucially, the actual vacuum also respects
custodial SU(2), even accounting for vEW/f corrections to the Higgs potential.
In order to check that the vacuum preserves custodial symmetry, we can replace all the fields
with their vevs (only hi1 get vevs) in Eq. (5) and then plug that into the kinetic term in Eq. (28)
to determine the full mass matrix of the gauge bosons. The mass terms for the gauge bosons are
7We have gauged the diagonal T 3R generator as hypercharge, see Sec. 3.3.
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given by(
Aa1 A
a
2
)
1
4
 g2A(f 2 + F 2) −gAgB (F 2 + f 2 cos2 (vEW√2f ))
−gAgB
(
F 2 + f 2 cos2
(
vEW√
2f
))
g2B(f
2 + F 2)
( Aa1
Aa2
)
. (39)
The important thing to note about this is that it does not depend on the SU(2) index a, so
before we add hypercharge, the three light gauge bosons are degenerate. This shows that at all
orders in the vEW/f expansion, custodial symmetry is preserved and there are no new tree-level
contributions to the T parameter in our model, as long as the vacuum described in Sec. 2.4 isn’t
destabilized. Expanding the eigenvalues of the mass matrix to leading order in vEW/f , we recover
Eq. (34) for the larger eigenvalue, and the mass of the light gauge bosons is given by
m2W =
g2EW
4
v2EW +O(v4/f 2) . (40)
This means that in our normalization vEW =
√
v21 + v
2
2 ' 246 GeV.
3.3 Hypercharge
In Sec. 3.1, we softened quadratic divergences from SU(2)L gauge interactions by introducing a
new sigma field ∆. In principle, one could also do the same for the U(1)Y gauge coupling by
introducing a third sigma field ∆′. This would require having two hypercharge couplings which
both break the custodial symmetry. A more custodially symmetric way to accomplish this would
be to enhance the global symmetry which ∆ transforms under to SO(4)×SO(4) and then gauge
one full SO(4) while only gauging SU(2) × U(1) at the other site. This means that there is
only one spurion which breaks the custodial symmetry, and by making the SO(4) gauge coupling
somewhat large, this spurion can be made roughly the same size as the SM hypercharge coupling.
In this paper, we choose a different route. Given the relative smallness of the hypercharge
coupling and the fact that we are only working in the theory below Λ ∼ 4pif , gauge bosons which
cut off the hypercharge quadratic divergence worsen precision electroweak physics without much
gain in fine-tuning. Therefore, we simply gauge hypercharge as the diagonal combination of T 3R
in the Σ sector, while leaving the ∆ sector unchanged. The normalization is such that h1 and
h2 have hypercharge 1/2 in the notation of Eq. (63) in App. A, while the singlet formed by η1
and η2 has hypercharge 1. All other fields are neutral. Since no collective symmetry breaking is
employed, the quadratically divergent mass terms generated by hypercharge are
3g2Y Λ
2
32pi2
[
η21 + η
2
2 +
1
4
(hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2)
]
. (41)
Because of this, we expect to the complex singlet formed by η1 and η2 to be substantially heavier
than η3 which only gets a mass from the operator in Eq. (38). Calculating the fine-tuning
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parameter from Eq. (26), we get
ΨY =
3 g2Y sin
2 β Λ2
32pi2M2h0
. (42)
Taking gY ' 0.3 and again taking tan β '
√
3 and Mh0 ' 250 GeV, we find that ΨY ' 2, so the
the hypercharge sector does not contribute to fine-tuning even with the quadratic divergence.
There are additional quadratically divergent contributions to the Higgs potential which we
calculate in App. B.3. These interaction terms do not destabilize the Higgs potential analyzed
in Sec. 2.4, and the small modifications do not change the vevs by very much. While some of
the Higgs quartic interactions in the radiative potential are not custodially symmetric, they are
proportional to hypercharge and similar to the terms which would be present in any two Higgs
doublet model, so they are not in conflict with precision electroweak constraints.
4 Fermion Sector
Having successfully implemented collective quartic and gauge couplings, we now implement the
fermion sector. We begin by understanding the SO(6) representations that fermions will live in.
Consider a fundamental (i.e. 6) of SO(6); it contains two singlets and two SU(2)L doublets. To
build Yukawa interactions, we will need fermions that transform either under SO(6)A or SO(6)B.
The SO(6)A fundamental Q decomposes as
QT =
(
1√
2
(−Qa1 −Qb2) i√2(Qa1 −Qb2) 1√2(Qa2 −Qb1) i√2(Qa2 +Qb1) Q5 Q6
)
, (43)
where Qa = (Qa1, Qa2) forms an SU(2)L doublet with hypercharge −12 , while Qb is a doublet
with hypercharge 1
2
. Together Qa and Qb form a bi-doublet under SU(2)L × SU(2)R ≡ SO(4),
and couplings which respect custodial symmetry must treat them symmetrically. The Q5 and Q6
fields are singlets under SO(4).
We wish to identify Qa with an SM quark doublet with hypercharge
1
6
.8 Thus, we must modify
the definition of hypercharge acting on the fermions, and we do so by gauging a linear combination
of T 3R and a global symmetry of the fermion sector U(1)X . The hypercharge generator is then
TY = T
3
R + TX . (44)
Choosing the U(1)X charge of Q to be
2
3
reproduces the correct hypercharge for Qa. The U(1)X
charges of all fermion representations are given below in Tables 1 and 2.
For the fundamental of SO(6)B, we use a slightly different notation in which the two SU(2)L
doublets are switched:
(U c)T =
(
1√
2
(−U cb1 − U ca2) i√2(U cb1 − U ca2) 1√2(U cb2 − U ca1) i√2(U cb2 + U ca1) U c5 U c6
)
. (45)
8In principle, we could have used a 4 instead of a 6 for the fermion representations, but the 4 encounters
difficulties with custodial SU(2).
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SO(6)A SO(6)B SU(3)C U(1)X
Q 6 − 3 2/3
Q′a 2
(∗) − 3 2/3
U c − 6 3 −2/3
U ′5
c − 1(∗) 3 −2/3
Table 1: Fermion charge assignments for the top sector. Note that the fermions Q′a and U
′
5
c form
incomplete representations of SO(6)A and SO(6)B respectively. The notation 2
(∗) indicates that
Q′a is a doublet of SU(2)A, and 1
(∗) indicates that U ′5
c is a singlet of SU(2)B.
The SM up-type singlet will live in the fifth component of U c. This switched notation has the
virtue that fields with identical indices have the correct quantum numbers to obtain Dirac masses.
For example, Q5 can have a mass with U
c
5 and Qa with U
c
a (assuming U(1)X charge −23 for U c).
4.1 Top Yukawa Coupling
The biggest coupling in the fermion sector is the top Yukawa coupling. We will introduce this
coupling using collective symmetry breaking in such a way that one-loop radiative corrections to
the Higgs masses from the top and top partners are finite and proportional to the top partner
masses. In order to minimize top partner masses (and therefore radiative corrections to the Higgs
mass), we will adopt the “bestest” structure for the top Yukawa coupling which minimizes the
mass of the top partners for fixed top Yukawa coupling. Similar constructions have been used
previously in Refs. [18, 19, 34], and we mention other less ideal top Yukawa structures in App. D.1.
The Yukawa couplings for the remaining quarks do not require special care; we will briefly discuss
them in Sec. 4.2.
For the top Yukawa coupling, we use the fermion multiplets Q and U c given above which
transform as fundamentals of SO(6)A and SO(6)B, as shown in Table 1. In addition, we use
an SU(2)A doublet Q
′
a and a singlet U
′
5
c, which can be considered as incomplete multiplets of
SO(6)A and SO(6)B.
9 Note that except for the primes, we are using the same names for these
incomplete multiplets as for the corresponding components of Q and U c. This notation indicates
that the fields with identical names mix, and one linear combination will be heavy while the other
will correspond to third generation quark fields.
The collective top Yukawa coupling is
Lt = y1f QT S ΣS U c + y2f Q′aT ΣU c + y3f QT ΣU ′5c + h.c. , (46)
where the incomplete multiplets (Q′a and U
′
5
c) are contracted with Σ like normal SO(6) multiplets
but with extra components set to zero. To be concrete, Q′a
T → 1√
2
(−Q′a1, iQ′a1, Q′a2, iQ′a2, 0, 0)
9In particular, we are imagining that the full SO(6)A × SO(6)B is a good global symmetry above the scale Λ,
see e.g. [35].
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and U ′5
cT → (0, 0, 0, 0, U ′5c, 0). S is the SO(6) matrix S = diag(1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1).10 Note that
S2 = 1, therefore the S matrices can also be moved into the exponent of Σ where their only effect
is to flip the sign of the Higgs fields h1 and h2. Also, the inclusion of the S matrix does not break
any of the gauge symmetries.
We now explore the symmetry structure of these couplings. In the first term, it looks as if
the S matrices explicitly break the SO(6)A and SO(6)B symmetries. However note that the S’s
can be absorbed into the fermion fields by field redefinitions (which will make the S’s pop back
up in the second and third terms). In this new basis, the first term manifestly preserves a full
SO(6)A × SO(6)B symmetry which protects any of the NGBs from obtaining a non-derivative
coupling.
Going back to the original basis, the second term preserves the SO(6)B symmetry which
is sufficient to protect the NGBs from radiative corrections. Understanding the symmetry left
unbroken by the first two terms together is subtle. Making the two field redefinitions ΣU c → U˜ c
and QTSΣSΣT → Q˜T , the first two terms become y1f Q˜T U˜ c + y2f Q′aT U˜ c which manifestly does
not depend on Σ. Thus no potential for any of the NGBs can result from these two terms alone.
Note however that the kinetic terms of the fermion fields are not invariant under Σ-dependent
field redefinitions. Thus the NGB interactions cannot be removed completely, but we see that
the NGBs only have derivative couplings.
The third term manifestly preserves SO(6)A, and a similar argument shows that any two terms
involving the third coupling also cannot give a Higgs potential. However, when all three terms are
included, all of the symmetries protecting the Higgs are broken. In particular, because of the S
matrices, there is no fermion field redefinition that can remove all non-derivative Σ interactions.
Thus, we have collectively broken all the symmetries protecting the Higgs so that a top Yukawa
coupling (and radiative corrections to the Higgs potential) can be generated. The radiatively
generated Higgs potential must involve all three couplings and is finite at one loop. Since the full
upper SO(4) subgroup of SO(6)B is preserved by all three terms, radiative correction from the
top sector cannot generate a potential for φ or η at any order.
We can read off the electroweak symmetry preserving parts of the top partner masses by
replacing Σ in Eq. (46) by the unit matrix
Lt ⊃ y1f (QbU cb +Q6U c6)
+
√
|y1|2 + |y2|2 f
(
y1√|y1|2 + |y2|2Qa + y2√|y1|2 + |y2|2 Q′a
)
U ca
+
√
|y1|2 + |y3|2 f Q5
(
y1√|y1|2 + |y3|2U c5 + y3√|y1|2 + |y3|2U ′5c
)
+ h.c. . (47)
We have a whole slew of top partners that can loosely be regarded as a 6 of SO(6). An SU(2)
10The 6th component of S could be +1 with minimal changes to the phenomenology.
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doublet of quarks Ta with mass mTa =
√|y1|2 + |y2|2 f (corresponding to a linear combination of
Qa/Q
′
a married with U
c
a); a doublet of quarks Tb with mass mTb = y1f (Qb with U
c
b ); the singlet
T5 with mass mT5 =
√|y1|2 + |y3|2 f (Q5 with a linear combination of U c5/U ′5c); and the singlet
T6 with mass mT6 = y1f (Q6 with U
c
6).
The two remaining linear combinations do not obtain a mass before electroweak symmetry
breaking and correspond to the third generation quark doublet q3 and the “right-handed” top
quark uc3:
q3 =
y∗2√|y1|2 + |y2|2 Qa − y
∗
1√|y1|2 + |y2|2 Q′a ,
uc3 =
y∗3√|y1|2 + |y3|2 U c5 − y
∗
1√|y1|2 + |y3|2 U ′5c . (48)
Their couplings to the Higgs can be found by expanding Eq. (46) to first order in the Higgs and
projecting onto the light fermions
− 3 y1y2y3√|y1|2 + |y2|2√|y1|2 + |y3|2 ([q3]1(h11 − ih12)− [q3]2(h13 + ih14))uc3 , (49)
where [q3]i are the components of the quark doublet and h1i are the components of the Higgs.
Note that h11 is the component that gets a vev, thus [q3]1 is the left handed top while [q3]2 is the
left handed bottom. The factor of 3 in Eq. (49) results from adding contributions from the three
terms in Eq. (46).11
To get a feel for the size of the couplings and masses consider y = y1 = y2 = y3 for which
Eq. (49) simplifies to yt =
3
2
y. For example, assuming as before that tan β =
√
3, we must choose
y = 2
3
yt =
2
3
mt
v1
' 2
√
2
3
√
3
mt/(174 GeV) to get the correct top mass. For f = 1 TeV this implies top
partner masses mTa = mT5 =
√
2y f ' 770 GeV and mTb = mT6 = yf ' 540 GeV. Moving away
from equal couplings λi while keeping the top quark mass fixed increases the mass of at least one
of the top partners.
One loop corrections to the Higgs potential from fermion loops are calculated in App. B.4.
The leading correction to the mass terms in the Higgs potential is finite and given by
− 3f
2
8pi2
9
|y1|2|y2|2|y3|2
|y2|2 − |y3|2 log
( |y1|2 + |y2|2
|y1|2 + |y3|2
)
hT1 h1 = −
3m2t
8pi2v21
m2Ta m
2
T5
m2Ta −m2T5
log
(
m2Ta
m2T5
)
hT1 h1 . (50)
From this we see that the heavy top partners which mix with the real top quark cut off the
divergence in the top sector. The mass term for h1 is negative, but as long as there are larger
tree- or loop-level positive contributions, the vacuum is not destabilized. As shown in App. B.4,
the one loop potential from the fermion sector respects custodial symmetry, despite the fact that
the Q′a multiplet violates SO(4).
11See App. D.1 for more discussion of this factor of 3.
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SU(2)A SU(2)B SU(3)C U(1)X
q 2 − 3 2/3
uc − − 3 −2/3
dc − − 3 1/3
` − 2 − 0
ec − − − 1
Table 2: Fermion charge assignments for light quarks and leptons.
Finally, we compute the fine-tuning measure Ψ defined in Eq. (26). We get
Ψt =
3m2t
2 pi2v2EWM
2
h0
m2Tam
2
T5
m2Ta −m2T5
log
(
m2Ta
m2T5
)
=
3
4pi2
( mt
174 GeV
)2 m2Ta
M2h0
' 0.7 , (51)
where in the second line we assumed equal top partner masses mTa = mT5 and plugged the
reference values mTa = 770 GeV and Mh0 = 250 GeV. We see that there is absolutely no fine-
tuning from the “bestest” top sector at this point in parameter space.
4.2 Light Fermions
The Yukawa couplings for the remaining quarks are small, and any quadratic divergences propor-
tional to these small couplings squared do not introduce fine-tuning to the theory. This is even
true for bottom quark loops which are proportional to
3y2b
16pi2
Λ2 ∼ 10−5Λ2. As described below, all
SM fermions will obtain their masses from the same Higgs, thus there is no tan β enhancement
of down-type Yukawa couplings.
We introduce the remaining fermions in a straightforward way, with charge assignments given
in Table 2. For the up-type quarks, we introduce two generations of quark doublets q and singlets
uc and couple them directly to the components of Σ which contain the Higgs doublet at linear
order. This is most conveniently done by writing q as a 6-component object like we did for Q′a
in the previous subsection, qT → 1√
2
(−[q]1, i[q]1, [q]2, i[q]2, 0, 0). Here [q]1 and [q]2 are the up- and
down-type left-handed quarks, respectively. The up-type Yukawa coupling becomes
qi Σi5 u
c → ([q]1(h11 − ih12)− [q]2(h13 + ih14))uc, (52)
where we have suppressed all generation indices. Note that this term preserves the upper SO(4)B
subgroup of SO(6)B and therefore cannot generate a potential for η or φ.
The Yukawa couplings for down-type quarks also do not require collective symmetry breaking,
and we again simply couple to the components in Σ which contain the h1 Higgs. Down-type quarks
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have Yukawa couplings with the charge conjugate Higgs. In SO(4) notation charge conjugation
is accomplished by multiplying with −2iT 2R, thus
qi (−2iT 2RΣ)i5 dc → ([q]1(−h13 + ih14)− [q]2(h11 + ih12)) dc . (53)
For simplicity, we imagine that the couplings in the up-sector are flavor diagonal, and thus the
CKM matrix comes entirely from the down-type Yukawa couplings, though other flavor structures
are certainly possible.
Since the light fermions’ Yukawa couplings are just the ordinary SM Yukawa couplings, no
new flavor violation is introduced to lowest order. Expanding Σ to higher order in fields leads to
couplings of the φa and ηa PNGBs to the light fermions. These couplings are harmless because
they are proportional to quark masses over f . There is some violation of flavor universality of the
top quark due to its mixing with heavy top partners, however the effects are vEW/f suppressed
and not very large. The coupling of the Z to bottom quarks is not modified at tree level because
the bottom quark does not mix with new fermions which have different SU(2) × U(1) quantum
numbers. At one loop, modifications to Z → bb¯ are comparable to the Littlest Higgs model with
T -parity, and small enough that it does not affect precision electroweak constraints [36]. We
discuss electroweak constraints in more detail in the next section.
For the charged leptons we have a choice. We can either implement their Yukawa couplings
in the same way as the down-type quarks, in which case the lepton doublets would be charged
under SU(2)A. Instead we will choose the lepton doublets to be charged under SU(2)B. Then
the lepton Yukawa couplings are identical to the down-type quark Yukawa couplings except that
the transpose of Σ must be used. Choosing the leptons to transform under SU(2)B rather than
SU(2)A changes the couplings of the leptons to the heavy gauge bosons which improves the
precision fit in Sec. 5.3. Details of the alternative SU(2)A lepton charge assignment are given in
App. D.2.
Finally, another deformation of the model would be to couple the down-type quarks and/or
leptons to the second Higgs doublet in Σ, thus going from a type-I to a type-II two Higgs doublet
model [37]. We will only consider the type-I model here.
5 Constraints
5.1 Spectrum and Direct Constraints
We begin by describing the spectrum of new particles which is summarized in Fig. 4. The lightest
new particle, the η3 (hereafter referred to as η
0), has no gauge interactions and gets its mass
only from Eq. (38). Its mass is m4, which is a free parameter. The dominant interactions of η
0
are to a left- and a right-handed fermion through a Higgs vev, and the interaction strength is
proportional to the mass of the fermion over f . Therefore, we require that m4 & 10 GeV so that
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Figure 4: An example spectrum in this model.
this particle cannot be seen in low energy flavor factories. We can determine the higher order
couplings of the η0 to gauge bosons by inserting spurions that parameterize symmetry breaking
loop effects in the kinetic terms. We find that up to fourth order in scalars there is no coupling
to the light gauge bosons, so there will be no constraints from current colliders. We can also use
this method to show that the branching ratio of the Higgses to this particle is neglible. Because
it is short lived, there are also no bounds from cosmology or astrophysics. It may be interesting
to search for this particle in precision experiments in the future, particularly in the top sector
where it couples most strongly.
At a mass of about gY f which is a few hundred GeV there is the charged η
± which is an
SU(2) singlet and gets its mass from quadratically divergent loops of hypercharge gauge bosons
in Eq. (41). At a similar mass of about gEWF/4pi, there is the electroweak triplet φ and the
five Higgs scalars of the two Higgs doublets which get significant contributions to their masses
from loops of gauge bosons shown in Eq. (37). One scalar in the Higgs sector can remain light,
particularly in the decoupling limit. We identify it with the usual SM Higgs and require that its
mass be above the the LEP direct search bound of ∼ 114 GeV [38]. By increasing the couplings
in the Higgs potential, the Higgs mass can be raised to several hundred GeV.
Most of the heavier particles in the theory cut off the divergences in the Higgs potential. At
a mass of around λ0f ' 1 TeV, there is an additional scalar σ with no gauge charges which
cuts off divergences from the Higgs quartic. At a similar mass of order ytf , there are six Dirac
fermions with color charge. There is an SU(2) doublet Ta and a singlet T5 which together cut
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off the divergence from the top loop. At a somewhat lower mass there are three associated top
partners, another doublet Tb and another singlet T6, which complete the SO(6) multiplet. The
fermions get their mass from the Σ vev shown in Eq. (47). Finally, at a mass around gEWF , we
have an SU(2) triplet of gauge bosons which cut off quadratic divergences from the light SU(2)
gauge boson loops.
5.2 Triplet VEV
One of the most stringent constraints from precision electroweak measurements is that the vev
of any electroweak triplet, like our φ, be much smaller than the vev of the Higgses. A triplet vev
can come from either a negative mass squared or a tadpole generated by an operator of the form
aφ h
Tφh, where aφ is a dimension 1 coefficient. This is one of the major constraints on other
little Higgs models with a triplet that do not utilize T -parity, particularly those which use the
triplet to generate a collective Higgs quartic such as Ref. [3]. In our model, the triplet, in the
parametrization of Eq. (5), does not get a vev at tree level or at one loop.
To understand this, first note that the contribution to its mass in Eq. (37) is positive, and
we will assume that the overall triplet mass remains positive. A tadpole is potentially more
dangerous. The tree-level Higgs potential in Eqs. (10), (14), and (15), does not contain φ tadpoles
so that we can turn to radiative corrections. The fermion couplings as well as the scalar self-
interactions preserve a global symmetry for which φ is the PNGB, so they cannot generate a
tadpole either. However, the SU(2)A × SU(2)B × U(1)Y gauge interactions break all the shift
symmetries protecting φ. To show that they do not generate a tadpole either, we will use a
spurion argument using custodial symmetry. The crux of the argument is that φ transforms as a
triplet under custodial symmetry whereas the Higgs vevs are invariant. A tadpole for φ violates
custodial symmetry and can only be generated from custodial symmetry breaking interactions
even in the presence of Higgs vevs. The only custodial symmetry violating interaction in the
gauge sector is the hypercharge gauge coupling which is proportional to the spurion T 3R. T
3
R is
also a triplet under custodial symmetry. Thus we must ask if a term of the form tr[T 3Rφ] could be
generated after electroweak symmetry breaking. However, the hypercharge gauge coupling also
preserves a T 3R → −T 3R parity which ensures that any potential from hypercharge interactions
involves an even number of T 3R insertions. But it is easy to see that no non-vanishing operator
can be written with an even number of T 3R spurions and only one field φ.
Two loop diagrams involving a mixture of gauge, Higgs, or fermion interactions are expected
to generate a tadpole for φ with coefficient
aφ ∼ f
(16pi2)2
log2
(
Λ2
f 2
)
. (54)
This gives a vev for φ which is smaller by 1/16pi2 than the bounds from precision measurements.
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5.3 Effective Dimension Six Operators
The remaining constraints on the model come from precision measurements at scales well below
the mass of the new particles, so we can use an effective field theory approach. Furthermore, we
focus on tree-level effects; loop effects are suppressed by the mass of the new heavy particle as
well as by 16pi2 and are small enough to not significantly affect precision electroweak observables.
Physics at or above the cutoff of our theory is expected to generate a slew of higher-dimensional
operators suppressed by Λ. For Λ ' 10 TeV these operators are too small to contribute to
electroweak measurements, but we must assume that the UV physics does not generate operators
which strongly violate flavor, CP , or baryon/lepton number.
We are now ready to consider the tree-level effects from integrating out heavy gauge bosons,
fermions, and scalars. Using the notation of Refs. [39, 21], the dimension six operators which are
highly constrained and may be generated at tree level in our model are:
OWB = (h
†τah)W aµνB
µν , Oh = |h†Dµh|2,
Oshf = i(h
†Dµh)(fγµf) + h.c., Othf = i(h
†τaDµh)(fγµτaf) + h.c.,
Osff ′ =
1
1 + δff ′
(fγµf)(f ′γµf ′), Otff ′ =
1
1 + δff ′
(fγµτaf)(f ′γµτaf ′) . (55)
Here h is either one of the Higgs doublets, f, f ′ = q, uc, dc, l, ec are the SM fermions, and W aµν and
Bµν are the field strength tensors of SU(2)L and U(1)Y . The operators with a superscript t have
SU(2)L triplet contractions and can only involve the SU(2) doublets, q or l. The singlet operators
with superscript s can exist for any type of fermion. The operator OWB is equivalent to the oblique
S parameter and is potentially dangerous because it cannot be forbidden by symmetries. However,
it is not generated at tree level in our model, and we will not consider it further. Oh parameterizes
custodial symmetry breaking and corresponds to the oblique T parameter. Because our sigma
model preserves custodial symmetry, we do not have a large tree level contribution to T from
the sigma model. The SU(2)L gauge boson partners and the heavy scalars preserve custodial
SU(2) as well, thus integrating them out cannot generate T either. Finally, tree level exchanges
of fermions cannot give rise to operators without fermions. Thus both S and T vanish at tree
level in our model.12
To understand which of the remaining operators—all involving fermions—are generated we
consider integrating out fermion, scalar and gauge partners in turn. Only the top and left-handed
bottom have fermionic partners. Integrating them out leads to the operators in Eq. (55) involving
the third generation which are not very constrained. A notable exception is Z → bb¯. However,
as we already discussed in Sec. 4.2, the bottom quark does not mix with a heavy fermion partner
with different gauge charges, and therefore its coupling to the Z is unchanged. Integrating out
scalars could potentially generate dimension 6 operators. However our scalar partners only couple
12A tree-level T would have been generated if we had introduced a partner for the hypercharge gauge boson.
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very weakly (proportional to Yukawa couplings) to the light fermions and therefore any operators
with fermions which might be generated are too small to be relevant.
Thus the only precision electroweak constraints come from tree-level exchanges of heavy gauge
bosons. The mass of these bosons is controlled by F . Therefore precision electroweak will not
constrain f , and we may choose f ' 1 TeV for which the quartic and fermion sectors do not
generate any fine-tuning. The masses of the fermion and scalar partners will also be around 1
TeV. This is a novel feature of our model compared with all other little Higgs models which
typically have much heavier fermion partners. In our model, this stems from the decoupling of
the gauge and fermion masses by controlling them with separate scales.
The heavy gauge bosons, AaH , couple to the light left-handed quark doublets with a coupling
of
− g
2
A√
g2A + g
2
B
AaHµ q¯Lσ
µ τ
a
2
qL + h.c. , (56)
where τa are the Pauli matrices which contract gauge indices, and we have suppressed flavor
indices which are contracted in the usual way. As discussed in Sec. 4.2, the lepton doublet is
charged under SO(6)B, so it has a different coupling to the heavy gauge bosons:
g2B√
g2A + g
2
B
AaHµ
¯`
Lσ
µ τ
a
2
`L + h.c. . (57)
The heavy gauge bosons also couple to the Higgs:
i
2
g2A − g2B√
g2A + g
2
B
tr
(
A
(6)
Hµ[Πh, D
µΠh]
)
, (58)
where Πh is given in Eq. (7) and D
µ is a covariant derivative with respect to SM gauge fields only.
Note that this coupling vanishes in the “T -parity limit” gA = gB. Because we have not measured
the properties of physical Higgs bosons, the only bounds on operators with the Higgs come from
inserting the Higgs vev. When plugging in the Higgs vevs they always appear in the combination
v2EW = v
2
1 + v
2
2, therefore the constraints on our two-Higgs doublet scenario are identical to those
for a model with a single Higgs field.
Integrating out the heavy triplet of gauge bosons and denoting the coefficients of the operators
given in Eq. (55) by a, we get
atql =
g2A g
2
B
4m2W ′(g
2
A + g
2
B)
=
g2EW
4m2W ′
, atll = −
g4B
4m2W ′(g
2
A + g
2
B)
= − g
2
EW
4m2W ′
cot2θg,
athq = −
g2A (g
2
A − g2B)
4m2W ′(g
2
A + g
2
B)
=
g2EW
4m2W ′
(1−tan2θg), athl =
g2B (g
2
A − g2B)
4m2W ′(g
2
A + g
2
B)
=
g2EW
4m2W ′
(1−cot2θg), (59)
where we have omitted atqq because it is poorly constrained, and the mass of the heavy gauge
boson is given in Eq. (34). These are all the operators in Eq. (55) generated by exchange of
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Figure 5: The allowed masses for the heavy gauge boson mW ′ as a function of sin
2 θg, with
Mh0 = 125 (250) GeV on the left (right). The light blue region is excluded at 3σ with respect to
the SM, the lavender region is disfavored at 95%, and the white region is allowed. We have also
marked where gA = gB and gA = 2 using Eq. (35).
heavy gauge bosons. Using the results of Ref. [39], we can compute the effect of these higher
dimensional operators on all measurements and determine a bound. We require that the difference
in χ2 between our model and the SM is less than 4 (for 95% confidence) or 9 (for 3σ) and use
this to place a bound on the mass of the heavy gauge bosons. We use the SM SU(2) gauge
coupling gEW = 2MW/v ' 0.65 as an input, so our fit is a function of two model parameters,
tan θg = gA/gB and the mass of the heavy gauge boson mW ′ . The electroweak fit also depends on
loop corrections from the Higgs sector. Working in the decoupling limit, we will only include the
usual logarithmic dependence of S and T on the mass of the lightest Higgs, Mh0 , as detailed in
Appendix A of Ref. [39]. For the Higgs mass, we show two benchmark points, 125 and 250 GeV.
The results of the electroweak fit are shown in Fig. 5. We see that a large region of parameter
space is open as long as gA ' gB where the gauge boson partners decouple from the Higgses (“T -
parity limit”). For a Higgs mass of 125 GeV, the allowed region gets quite large as we increase
mW ′ which makes sense because that is the SM limit. On the other hand, increasing mW ′ makes
the allowed region smaller for heavier Higgs masses which reproduces the well-known fact that a
heavy Higgs is disfavored in the SM. From Fig. 5 we see that the gauge partner can be quite light,
lighter than 2 TeV for a heavy Higgs. Finally, it is interesting to note that much of the allowed
parameter region, including our benchmark of Mh0 = 250 GeV, mW ′ = 2 TeV, and gA = gB, fits
the electroweak data better than the SM does. While we take this as our benchmark point, we
will show in Sec. 6 that the collider phenomenology becomes more interesting if the two gauge
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U(1)EM Mass SM Mixing Decay to SM Cascade Decay
T
(u)
a 2/3
√|y1|2 + |y2|2f X X0tR X0T6
T
(d)
a −1/3
√|y1|2 + |y2|2f X X−tR X−T6
T
(5/3)
b 5/3 |y1|f X+tR
T
(2/3)
b 2/3 |y1|f X0tR
T5 2/3
√|y1|2 + |y3|2f X X0tL, X+bL X−T (5/3)b , X0T (2/3)b
T6 2/3 |y1|f X0tL, X+bL
Table 3: The properties of the top partners. The second column gives the electromagnetic charge
of the Dirac multiplet, and the third column is the mass up to O(v2/f 2) corrections. The fourth
column denotes whether the particle mixes with the SM particle with the same quantum numbers
and therefore cuts off quadratic divergences. The fifth column lists the dominant decay channels
to SM fermions. Here, tL and bL are the left-handed top and bottom quarks, while tR is the
right-handed top quark. X0 refers to a neutral Higgs h0/H0/A0 or a longitudinal gauge boson
Z0L, and X
± refers to a charged Higgs H± or a longitudinal gauge boson W±. The last column
indicates the leading cascade decay from a “heavy” top partner to a “light” top partner, omitting
possible transitions Ta → T5 or vice-versa. While the PNGBs η and φ can be produced in decays
of the top partners, those branching fractions are either suppressed by (vEW/f)
2 or, in the case
of η±, by phase space.
couplings are not exactly equal. Therefore, we will imagine that the two couplings are similar
but not equal.
We are now in position to calculate the fine-tuning in the SU(2) gauge sector. Using Eqs. (26)
and (37), we find
Ψg =
9 g2EW sin
2 β m2W ′
32pi2M2h0
log
(
Λ2
m2W ′
)
. (60)
which becomes Ψg ' 2 for our benchmark point, comparable to the other “tunings” in the model.
6 Collider Phenomenology
This model has a cornucopia of new particles whose spectrum is described at the beginning of
Sec. 5 and shown in Fig. 4. The main phenomenological features that distinguish this model
from traditional little Higgs scenarios are the particularly light top partners and the presence of
the uneaten triplet scalars φ. In this section, we discuss the collider phenomenology relevant for
discovering these new modes.
With such light top partners, the collider phenomenology is dominated by production and
decay of the new colored states. As shown in Table 3, there are six Dirac fermions with SM color
charge and masses of order ytf . The “heavy” top partners Ta and T5 are responsible for regulating
the Higgs potential. The “light” top partners Tb and T6 play no role in cutting off divergences in
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Figure 6: A representative cascade decay from pair production of top partners. Top partners
dominantly decay directly to a third generation quark and a Higgs/gauge boson, here shown by
the T5 decay. If phase space is available, a “heavy” top partner can also cascade decay through
a “light” top partner, shown here by T5 → T (5/3)b . The final state top quarks and gauge/Higgs
bosons then undergo their usual decays.
the Higgs potential; they simply appear in the theory because of the SO(6) symmetry structure.
All the top partners can be pair-produced through QCD processes, with cross sections around
1 pb for 600 GeV top partners at a 14 TeV LHC. Previous studies of ∼ 2 TeV top partners in
traditional little Higgs theories have emphasized the important role of single production of top
partners through Wb fusion [40, 41], and, while this process still has a large cross section for the
T
(u)
a , T5, and T6 states [42], it no longer overwhelms QCD pair production.
13 We will focus on
strong QCD pair production since it gives more striking collider signatures compared to weak
single production.
When pair produced, each top partner will decay to third generation fermions. The largest
coupling in the theory is the top Yukawa coupling from Eq. (46), so two-body decays mediated by
those operators will dominate over other decay channels. The leading decay modes are detailed
in Table 3, and involve either a Higgs boson (h/H/A0/H±) or the longitudinal component of a
W/Z boson (as expected from the Goldstone equivalence theorem). In addition, if phase space
allows, a “heavy” top partner can cascade decay to a “light” top partner and a Higgs/gauge
boson. Thus, the final state will typically contain two third generation fermions and between
two and four Higgs/gauge bosons, as shown in Fig. 6. The Higgses themselves decay similar to a
usual two Higgs doublet model [43], so the final state will have many third generation fermions
and electroweak gauge bosons.
Because we are taking F > f , the gauge partners in this model are parametrically heavier than
13In addition, the state T
(d)
a mixes with the SM left-handed bottom so it can be produced in association with a
top quark through an off-shell W boson, but this mode also does not dominate over QCD pair production.
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the top partners. That said, the bound on mW ′ is similar to traditional little Higgs models, and
therefore the expected collider phenomenology in the gauge boson sector is similar to previous
studies such as Ref. [40]. The production cross section for the gauge bosons is quite large, about
1 pb for a mass of 2 TeV at a 14 TeV LHC. Furthermore, these particles have substantial coupling
to leptons and will decay to them a non-trivial fraction of the time, making their discovery quite
feasible. If kinematically allowed, the heavy gauge bosons can also decay to pair of top partners
(or to a third generation quark and a top partner), leading to the same kinds of final states as
discussed in Fig. 6.
One major difference between our model and traditional little Higgs phenomenology is that
the gauge partners can also decay to a pair of triplets φ, since these states are no longer eaten
by the SU(2)L gauge boson partners. The coupling of φ to the heavy gauge bosons is similar
to the coupling of the Higgs given in Eq. (58). While this coupling vanishes in the “T -parity
limit” where gA = gB, it is generically present, albeit suppressed compared to the couplings to
SM fermions. This is likely the most promising method for discovery of the triplet φ, since its
electroweak production cross section is somewhat small, and decay of top partners into these
particles is suppressed by (vEW/f)
2.14 When produced, φ will decay primarily through the top
Yukawa couplings to pairs of third generation quarks.15 Therefore events where one heavy gauge
boson decays to a pair of φ’s will have four third generation quarks in the final state and could
also be quite spectacular. If the LHC discovers gauge bosons which are heavier than the top
partners—and if it also discovers scalars which could have been eaten by these gauge bosons—
then this would be strong evidence for the modular gauge sector proposed in this paper.
Finally, there may be lower energy manifestations of this model. As discussed in Sec. 5, the
mass of the neutral η0 is a free parameter, and it can be as light as 10 GeV. Its coupling to top
quarks is O(mt/f) and so it may be radiated off in top pair production events. When produced,
η0 will decay dominantly to bb¯, yielding tt¯bb¯ events that might be visible even at the Tevatron.
7 Conclusions
While little Higgs models provide an appealing solution to the hierarchy problem, concrete models
in the literature suffer from two generic problems. The first is that it is difficult to generate a
quartic coupling for the Higgs while not violating custodial symmetry. The second is that most
models have at least 10% fine-tuning from the top sector owing to constraints from precision
electroweak observables. In this paper, we have presented a model that solves both of these
problems.
14This suppression does not appear in the alternative top Yukawa structures shown in App. D.1.
15The φ scalar could decay via the gauge or kinetic interactions of Eq. (28), but by expanding out the parame-
terization in Eq. (5), one can see that these decays are suppressed.
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Our strategy was to take a modular approach to model building, optimizing the structure of
the quartic, gauge, and fermion sectors separately. For the Higgs quartic coupling, we began by
building a simple non-linear sigma model that contained two Higgs doublets as PNGBs, using
the symmetry breaking structure SO(6) × SO(6) → SO(6). The upper SO(4) of the SO(6)’s
is identified with the SM SU(2)L × SU(2)R ensuring an approximate custodial symmetry. A
collective quartic coupling for the Higgs is generated with the help of the electroweak singlet, but
this is not a dangerous singlet [8] because it transforms under a global symmetry.
For the gauge sector, we employed a modular gauge structure in order to decouple the mass of
the gauge partners from the Higgs and top partners. We introduced a new non-linear sigma field
which is a singlet under all the global symmetries which protect the Higgs, but which transforms
under the same gauge symmetries. This new sector has a decay constant F that is higher than
the decay constant for the Higgses f . In this way, we can raise the mass of the new gauge bosons
to a few TeV, above the bound from precision electroweak measurements, without introducing
fine-tuning in the top and Higgs sectors. This method for implementing collective gauge couplings
is completely generic, and can be used as a model building tool for any little Higgs model. In our
case, the phenomenological implication of this modular gauge structure was the appearance of a
set of uneaten PNGB modes which fill out a 6 of SO(4).
Finally, for the top Yukawa, we implemented a collective symmetry breaking structure that
minimized the top partner masses for a fixed decay constant f . The sensitivity of the Higgs po-
tential to the top Yukawa is dramatically decreased by a factor of 9 compared to most little Higgs
theories, making for considerably more natural electroweak symmetry breaking. Correspondingly,
our 500-800 GeV top partners are considerably lighter than in other little Higgs constructions
without T -parity, leading to a more optimistic collider phenomenology. Production and decay of
the top partners leads to events with a large number of third generation fermions and SM gauge
bosons. As the LHC has already started to take data, looking for such events will soon become
very interesting.
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A Group Theory Results
An SO(4) group can be written as the product of SU(2)L × SU(2)R groups. In terms of the
canonical SO(4) generators, which are imaginary anti-symmetric matrices, the SU(2) generators
are given as follows:
T 1L =
i
2

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
 , T 2L = i2

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 , T 3L = i2

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 ,
(61)
T 1R =
i
2

0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 , T 2R = i2

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 , T 3R = i2

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 .
(62)
These are normalized so that the usual SU(2) commutation relation, [T a, T b] = i abcT
c holds.
We normalize the rest of the SO(6) generators so that all of them have Tr (TaTb) = δab.
A 4 of SO(4) can be written as a complex SU(2) doublet in the following way:
H =
1√
2
(
h3 + ih4
h1 − ih2
)
. (63)
This means that to contract the SU(2) indices in ∆ with those in Σ which are in SO(4) notation,
as is done in Eq. (38), we need a 2 × 6 matrix which encodes this information. This matrix is
given by
M26 =
1
2
(
0 0 1 i 0 0
1 −i 0 0 0 0
)
, (64)
where the normalization is chosen so that the mass terms in Eq. (38) have the same magnitude
as Eq. (14).
The algebra of SO(6) is the same as that of SU(4), and since many readers are more familiar
with the SU(N) groups, we here include how to embed the goldstone bosons of our non-linear
sigma model in SU(4) language. To write Π from Eq. (6),
Π =
1
2
(
φaτ
a + σ√
2
11 0
0 ηaτ
a − σ√
2
11
)
, (65)
where each entry represents a 2×2 block and τa are the Pauli matrices. To write Πh from Eq. (7)
in SU(4) language
Πh =
1
2
 0 H˜∗2 − iH˜∗1 H2 − iH1H˜2T + iH˜1T 0 0
H†2 + iH
†
1 0 0
 , (66)
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where the first row and column are length two, H is a complex doublet in the notation of Eq. (63),
and H˜ = iτ 2H.
B Coleman–Weinberg Calculations
In order to calculate the one loop effects from the different operators in the model, we compute
the Coleman–Weinberg potential [44] which is given by
VCW =
Λ2
32pi2
Str
(
M2(Σ)
)
+
1
64pi2
Str
[
M4(Σ)
(
log
(
M2(Σ)
Λ2
)
− 1
2
)]
, (67)
where M2(Σ) is the mass matrix in a Σ background of the field that is being traced over, and Λ
is the cutoff of the theory. We take Λ ' 4pif ' 10 TeV. We rewrite the second term as follows
− 1
64pi2
Str
[
M4(Σ) log
(
Λ2
µ2
)
+M4(Σ) log
(
µ2
M2(Σ)
)
+
1
2
M4(Σ)
]
, (68)
where we choose µ to minimize the finite pieces and higher loop corrections. This µ turns out to
be the mass of the particle which cuts of the divergence in the sector we are computing.
B.1 Quartic
To parameterize the fluctuations about a Σ background in the scalar sector we take
Σ = 〈Σ〉 δΣ , (69)
where δΣ are the fluctuations. This parameterization ensures that the kinetic terms of the fluc-
tuation fields are canonically normalized. We also restrict ourselves to the operators in Eq. (9)
because the coefficients of the operators in Eqs. (14) and (15) are small, so their radiative correc-
tions will be negligible. The quadratically divergent correction to the potential is
− 3f
2Λ2
16pi2
(
λ65 |Σ65|2 + λ56 |Σ56|2
)
, (70)
which is the same size but opposite sign as the tree level piece, so it does not generate any
dangerous operators. The value of the quartic is dependent on the UV physics, but it is not
fine-tuned. This confirms that σ, which cuts off the divergence in the quartic sector, is not a
dangerous singlet because no tadpole for it is generated at the one loop quadratic divergent level.
The only tadpole comes from the “soft” Bµ term in Eq. (15).
The logarithmically divergent piece of the potential contains the operators in the tree level
potential, but it also adds new operators given by
λ65λ56
16pi2
log
(
Λ2
m2σ
)[
f 2
(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2
)− 2
3
(
hT1 h1
)2 − 2
3
(
hT2 h2
)2 − 2 (hT1 h1) (hT2 h2)] , (71)
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and we have ignored operators of dimension 5 and higher suppressed by powers of 1/f . From
this, one can see that the new quartics generated are numerically quite small, so ignoring them
in the analysis of Sec. 2.4 is justified.
B.2 Gauge
Loops of heavy and light gauge bosons also generate corrections to the scalar potential. Because
of collective breaking, there is no quadratically divergent potential generated at one loop. The
logarithmically divergent mass terms generated are given in Eq. (37), and the new interaction
terms generated are
− 3 g
2
A g
2
B F
2
64pi2f 2
log
(
Λ2
m2W ′
)[
1
16
(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2
)2
+
1
2
φaφ
a
(
hT1 h1 + h
T
2 h2
)
+
1
3
(φaφ
a)2
]
, (72)
where we have ignored corrections of order f 2/F 2. The fact that the quartics are negative makes
sense because the potential is a periodic function of the field, so if the second derivative is positive,
then the fourth derivative should be negative. These quartics are again all quite small so they do
not destabilize the vacuum calculated in Sec. 2.4. After electroweak symmetry breaking, these
loops will generate a negative mass for the triplet φ, but this mass will be parametrically smaller
than the one generated by loops shown in Eq. (37).
B.3 Hypercharge
Because hypercharge is not implemented collectively, loops of the SM hypercharge gauge boson
generate the quadratically divergent mass terms given in Eq. (41) as well as the following quartics:
− 3g
2
Y Λ
2
32pi2f 2
[
1
3
(η21 + η
2
2)
2 +
1
3
(η21 + η
2
2) η
2
3 +
1
2
(η21 + η
2
2)(h
T
1 h1 + h
T
2 h2) + Higgs quartics
]
, (73)
where the Higgs quartics can be written as follows
8 tr
(
1
12
Π4h(T
3
R)
2 +
1
4
Π2h T
3
R Π
2
h T
3
R +
1
3
Πh T
3
R Π
3
h T
3
R
)
. (74)
Explicit calculation shows that these interaction terms do not destabilize the Higgs potential
analyzed in Sec. 2.4, and that they are small so they do not change the vevs by very much. Some
of the terms in Eq. (74) are not custodially symmetric, but they are proportional to hypercharge
and similar to the terms which would be present in any two Higgs doublet model, so they do
not conflict with precision electroweak constraints. There will also be corrections to the potential
which are logarithmically divergent and proportional to g4Y or g
2
EWg
2
Y , but these are even smaller
and can be neglected.
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B.4 Fermions
The only significant radiative correction from loops of fermions comes from the top Yukawa
coupling. As discussed in Sec. 4.1 and confirmed by explicit calculation, the top quark Yukawa
coupling does not generate a quadratic or logarithmic divergence. The finite correction to the
Higgs mass parameter is given by
− 3f
2
16pi2
9
|y1|2|y2|2|y3|2
|y2|2 − |y3|2 log
( |y1|2 + |y2|2
|y1|2 + |y3|2
)
hT1 h1 , (75)
where the factor of 9 mirrors the factor of 3 in Eq. (49). In addition, the top Yukawa generates
new contributions to the Higgs quartic coupling λ56, but they are loop suppressed and therefore
insignificant compared to the tree-level quartics already present.
In addition, one can show that the full potential generated by loops of the top sector preserves
custodial SU(2), despite the appearance of custodial violation in the y2 term of Eq. (46). To
understand this, first perform the field redefinition ΣU c → U˜ c and QTSΣSΣT → Q˜T , such that
the non-derivative interactions take the form
Lt = y1f Q˜T U˜ c + y2f Q′aT U˜ c + y3f Q˜T Σ˜P5 U ′5c + h.c. , (76)
where P5 is the projection matrix defined in Eq. (8). P5 is really redundant here; it has been
inserted purely for emphasis. Σ˜ is defined as
Σ˜ = ΣS ΣT S Σ . (77)
In this basis, we see that the radiatively generated potential potential can only depend on Σ
through the 6-vector Σ˜i5. Σ˜55 and Σ˜65 are invariant under SO(4) and therefore cannot contribute
to custodial symmetry violation. However, custodial symmetry violation in the y2 term may
manifest itself in the potential through bilinears which contract the upper four components of the
vector Σ˜i5 ≡ vi, i = 1...4 in an SO(4) violating way. Such contractions must preserve the SU(2)L
subgroup of SO(4) and can be written in the general form
c0 v
Tv + ca v
TT aRv . (78)
where T aR are the SU(2)R generators. However, because of the antisymmetry of the T
a
R generators,
all contractions except for the fully SO(4) symmetric one vanish. Thus, the radiative Higgs
potential from the top Yukawa sector preserves custodial symmetry.
Loops of all other quarks (and leptons) contribute quadratically divergent mass terms δm21 for
the Higgs of the form
− 3Λ
2
16pi2
|y|2 hT1 h1 . (79)
However, since the light fermion Yukawa couplings are all very small, none of these contributions
are numerically significant.
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C Physical Higgs Bosons
The mass matrix of the Higgses mixes h1 and h2 but it does not mix different components of the
Higgs quartets, so it breaks up into four 2 × 2 matrices, one for each component. Furthermore,
by the remaining custodial symmetry, the three mass matrices in directions that do not get a vev
are identical. If we ignore small quartics generated by loops, then the mass of the Higgses in the
unbroken directions is
M2A0 = M
2
H± = m
2
1 +m
2
2 =
2Bµ
sin 2β
− λ0v2, (80)
where the parameters are defined in Eqs. (18), (20), and (21), and the A0 and H± are the
pseudoscalar and charged Higgses respectively. The h1 and h2 content of these is controlled by
tan β. Small quartics and electromagnetic corrections will break the degeneracy between these
states, but this is not a large effect.
There are two Higgses in the broken direction whose masses are given by
M2h0,H0 =
Bµ
sin 2β
∓
√
B2µ
sin2 2β
− 2λ0Bµ v2 sin 2β + λ20 v4 sin2 2β, (81)
with
h0 = cosα h1 + sinα h2, H
0 = cosα h2 − sinα h1, (82)
tanα =
1
Bµ − λ0v2 sin 2β
Bµ cot 2β +
√
B2µ
sin2 2β
− 2λ0Bµ v2 sin 2β + λ20 v4 sin2 2β
 . (83)
The light h0 will generally be lighter than the charged Higgs H±, while the heavy H0 is usually
heavier. Again, there will be small corrections to these relations from small quartics, but the
overall structure is unchanged. In the limit where tan β is large, we have
M2h0 <
4λ0
tan2 β
v2 , (84)
which would be below the experimental direct search bound, so this model predicts tan β ' 1.
Furthermore, from the radiative corrections discussed in Secs. 3.1 and 4.1, we expect m2 > m1 or
tan β > 1.
To summarize the most important features of the spectrum: custodial symmetry predicts a
triplet of approximately degenerate Higgs states A0 and H± whose masses are given by the free
parameter m21 +m
2
2. The masses of the two remaining Higgs states are controlled predominantly
by two other free parameters, λ0 for the light Higgs and Bµ for the heavy Higgs. Thus the Higgs
masses can vary over a relatively large range subject only to the custodial symmetry relation and
experimental constraints.
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D Alternative Fermion Charges
D.1 Top Sector
The phenomenology of a little Higgs theory depends strongly on the details of the top sector.
In this appendix, we mention two alternative mechanisms for generating a collective top Yukawa
coupling compared to the preferred method detailed in Sec. 4.1.
In the text, we implemented a collective top Yukawa coupling by taking Q and Q′a to transform
as multiplets of SO(6)A and U
c and U ′c5 to transform as multiplets of SO(6)B. Since Σ is a
bifundamental of SO(6)A × SO(6)B, this determines the allowed form for the top interactions
L(3)t = y1f QTS ΣS U c + y2f Q′aT ΣU c + y3f QT ΣU ′c5 + h.c. . (85)
Here, S = diag(1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1) is an SO(6) matrix necessary to make sure that all of the
symmetries protecting the Higgs mass are broken by the top sector, and the (3) superscript
notation will be evident below. The heavy top partners have masses
|y1|f,
√
|y1|2 + |y2|2f,
√
|y1|2 + |y3|2f, (86)
and the low energy top Yukawa coupling is
y
(3)
t = 3y123, y123 ≡
y1y2y3√|y1|2 + |y2|2√|y1|2 + |y3|2 . (87)
The reason the factor of 3 appears in Eq. (87) (and the reason for the (3) superscript) is that
the field Σ appears in all three of the terms in Eq. (85). That is, once the fermion masses are
diagonalized, the y1, y2, and y3 terms each contain couplings of the SM fermions to the Higgs
modes. For fixed values of yt and f , this allows the top partners to be a factor of 3 lighter than
in a naive implementation of the top Yukawa where yt = y123 (see Eq. (88) below). Given the
quadratic sensitivity of the Higgs boson mass to mT , the fine-tuning can be 9 times less severe
with this method of generating the top Yukawa.
In alternative top sectors, Σ can appear in either one or two terms, leading to L(1)t and L(2)t .
For reasons to be discussed below, having more than 3 insertions of Σ is not radiatively stable.
To see why only one Σ insertion is necessary, consider the case where Q and U ′c5 are 6’s of SO(6)A
while U c and Q′a are 6’s of SO(6)B. A viable top sector is
L(1)t = y1f QT ΣU c + y2f Q′aT U c + y3f QT U ′5c + h.c. . (88)
This type of top sector appears in many little Higgs constructions, e.g. Ref. [45]. Here, the top
partners have the same masses as Eq. (86), but the low energy top Yukawa coupling would be
y
(1)
t = y123 . (89)
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Thus, for fixed yt and fixed ratios of the yi, the top partners would be a factor of 3 heavier
compared to L(3)t , drastically decreasing the observability of the top partners at colliders and
increasing the fine-tuning in the top sector by a factor of 9. One important change in the
phenomenology is that now the mass eigenstate and interaction eigenstate bases are twisted, such
that the heavy top partners can decay to SM top and bottom quarks through emissions of the
φ/η states.
An intermediate possibility is to arrange Σ to appear in two of the terms in the collective top
sector. For example, let Q and U c be 6’s of SO(6)A and let Q
′
a and U
′c
5 be 6’s of SO(6)B. The
top sector could then be
L(2)t = y1f QT S U c + y2f Q′aT ΣT U c + y3f QT ΣU ′5c + h.c. , (90)
where S is necessary in the first term to break all of the global symmetries protecting the Higgs
mass. This yields the same top partner masses as Eq. (86), but an intermediate value for the top
Yukawa coupling
y
(2)
t = 2y123 . (91)
Thus for fixed yt, the top partners are a factor of 3/2 heavier than for L(3)t , and the tuning worse
by 9/4.
With the observation that L(3)t gives a more favorable phenomenology compared to L(1)t and
L(2)t , one might wonder if it is possible to have a top sector L(n)t which involves n insertions of Σ.
For example, consider a case which has the same fermion charge assignments as Eq. (88):
L(2m+1)t = y1f QT Σ (S ΣT S Σ)m U c + y2f Q′aT U c + y3f QT U ′5c + h.c. . (92)
Naively, this model would yield a top Yukawa of (2m + 1)y123. However, the form of Eq. (92) is
not radiatively stable, as Σ loops will generate the operator QT ΣU c, whose coefficient will be
enhanced by combinatoric factors, making it dominate over the original y1 term. Thus, L(2m+1)t
essentially reduces to L(1)t , which is not surprising given that they share the same fermion charge
assignments. One can easily convince oneself that given the fields Q, Q′a, U
c, and U ′c, at most
three Σ insertions are radiatively stable.
D.2 Leptons and Precision Electroweak
In Sec. 4.2, we noted that we have a choice as to whether the SM lepton doublets should be
charged under SO(6)A or SO(6)B. While the bestest model has the lepton doublet charged under
SO(6)B, in this appendix we explore how the electroweak fits change if the leptons couple the
same way as the quarks. With this assignment, we can calculate the coefficients of the dimension
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 5 except with the lepton doublet charged under SU(2)A instead of SU(2)B.
six operators:
atql = a
t
ll = −
g4A
4m2W ′(g
2
A + g
2
B)
= − g
2
EW
4m2W ′
tan2 θg ,
athq = a
t
hl = −
g2A (g
2
A − g2B)
4m2W ′(g
2
A + g
2
B)
=
g2EW
4m2W ′
(1− tan2 θg) . (93)
Since the leptons now have the same couplings to the heavy gauge bosons as the quarks which is
shown in Eq. (56), the a coefficients are symmetric under interchange of q and l. We repeat the
fit to precision electroweak data using [39]. Our results for two different Higgs masses Mh0 = 125
and 250 GeV are shown in Fig. 7.
Because the fermion couplings to the heavy gauge bosons are all proportional to gA, the region
of large gA (equivalent to large sin
2 θg) has much more stringent bounds than the region of small
gA. For Mh0 = 125 GeV, there is a large region of allowed parameter space, but the mass of the
gauge partners is always & 3 TeV. On the other hand, for the heavier Higgs there is only a small
region of parameter space allowed, though this region does have the gauge partner mass between
2 and 3 TeV. Also, unlike in the model of Sec. 4.2, in no region is the fit improved with respect to
the SM. While this charge assignment is allowed, by comparing Figs. 5 and 7, we conclude that
the model presented in Sec. 4.2 is indeed the bestest.
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